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Gn August 14, 1992, representatives of the Madison Metropolitan School District (herrinafter 
referred to as the “District,” the ‘Board,’ or the ‘Employer’) and the Madison Tea&q Inc. 
(hereinah referred to as the “Union,’ ” MT&’ or the ‘Employees’) exchanged proposals on 
issues to be included in a successor agreement (for the two years 1992-93 and 1993-94) to &ir 
agreement which expired August 29,1992. The Union represents full-time and regular part-time 
employees in secretarial, clerical, technical and related office employment, and excluding cm& 
professional, confidential, supervisory, and managerial employees of the District. The Parties 

‘. met on six other occasions, by their account, and on six occasions with a mediator from the 
WERC, and failed to reach an agreement. On November 2,1992 the Union filed a petition with 
the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission for final and binding interest arbitration 
pursuant to Section 111,70(4)(cm)6 Wis. Stats. Investigator Herman Terosian, Commissioner, 
WERC, conducted an investigation on December 18, 1992, and then advised the Commission 
that an impasse existed. The parties submitted final offers to the Commission by March 26, 
1993. On April 11, 1993 the Commission certified the parties’ final offers and directed them 
to select an impartial arbitrator. The Undersigned, Richard Tyson, was selected and appointed 
on April 27, 1993. He conducted a hearing on the matter on June 2, 1993 at the Union’s offices 
in Madison, Wisconsin. A transcript of the hearing was taken by Ms. Susan Gordon Hubanks 
and was received on June 9, 1993. Roth parties had an opportunity to present exhibits and 
testimony and to outline their arguments in this dispute. They agreed to a schedule for 
exchanging briefs and replies. 

The parties are agreed on all items for inclusion in the successor agreement for 1992-94 except 
wages. The District offers a base wage increase of 4% for 1992-93 and 3% for 1993-94. The 
Union’s offer includes increases of 4.35 46 and 4 46 respectively. The parties differ as to which 
set of comparables constitutes the appropriate external yardstick against which to measure their 
respective offers; the Employer argues that the relevant comparison is to be made between the 
unit employees and educational support employees in the 8 school districts adjacent to MMSD 
while the Union argues that the most appropriate comparable group is the clerical/technical 
employees employed in the 10 largest school districts of Wmconsin. Another difference between 
the parties concerns the nature of the comparison to be made; the District focuses on 
comparisons of m levels while the Unions focuses on percentaee increase offered by the 
parties in comparison to percentage increases in wages incqorated into settlements among the 
‘big IO.’ 

. 
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Wages for the SEE-MTI unit were $ 5,233,485 in 1991-92. The Total package costs were $ 
6,194,064. The Board has cost the proposals of the Union and the Employer to be as follows: 

TabIe 1: Mary and Benefits Costs Under the Board and Union Offers’ 

II I 1992-93 increases I 1993-94 increases 

Un offer $ 

% increase 

wages p=kw wages w We 
$279,991 $ 368,094 $275,674 $ 376,225 

5.35% 5.94% 5.0% 5.73% 

11 Iv&SD offer $ 1 261,674 1 348,569 1 219,806 I 316,676 11 
% increase 5.0 % 5.63% 4.0% 4.84% 

difference % 18.317 19.525 55.868 79.074 

difference % I .35% .31% 1.0% .89% 

Source: m 4,4a as calculated by the Arbitrator. Wage increases include an 
estimated 1% experience/longevity increase. 

‘Emnlover’s Exhibit 4, U-a, and Transcriut p. 159. 
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The Statutorv Criteria 
The pa&a have direct& their evidence and arguments to the stahltory criteria of Sec. 111.70 (7) 

Wu. Stats. which directs the Arbitrator to consider sod give weight to ca?ain factors when making his 
decision. Those factors an: 

a. llle lmful authority of the employer. 

b. sriplhtions of the paas. 

:’ ‘c. The inter&s and welfare of the public end the finan&l abiity of the unit of government to 
meet the costs of any satlement. 

d. Comparison of wages, hours end conditions of employment of the municipal employees involved 
in the arbitration pmceeding with the wages, hours and .wnditions of employment of other 
employees performing similar services. 

c. Comparison of wages, hotus end wnditions of employment of the municipal employea involved 
in the arbitration pmceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of employment of other 
employees gencmlly in public employment in the same community and in comparable 
wmmunitie.s. 

f. Comparison of wages, hours and conditions of employment of the municipal employees involved 
in the arbitration pmceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of employment of other 
employees generally in private employment in the same community nod in comparable 
WtlVItUIliti~. 

g. The average consumer price-3 for goods and services, wmmordy known as the cost-of-living. 

h. The oved wmpensation presently received by the employees, including direct wage 
wmpensation, vacation, holidays and acosai time, ittwanw and pensions, medical and 
hospitalization benefits, the wntimdty and stabiity of employment, end all other benefits 
received. 

i. Changes in any of the foregoing circumstaDces doring the pendency of the arbitration 
proceedings. 

j. Such other factors, not wotined to the foregoing, which are normally or traditionally taken into 
wnsideration in the deteknation of wages, hours end conditions of employment through 
voluntary wlkctive bxughing, mediation, fsctfinding, arbitration or otherwise between the 
paaies, in the public service or in private employment. 
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Arguments 

The Employer contends that the Union’s focus on the percentage wage increase offered by the 
parties in comparison to the settlements in the nine (9) other large Wisconsin school districts is 
too narrow, misleading, and/or otherwise is wrong. Fit of all, the lotal comoensation offer 

i- of the District is substantial, as indicated on page 2 herein. Health insurance premium increases 
are between 3% and 14.9%, and longevity and step increases will add 1% to wages. Second, 
numerous criteria must also be considered, including: the Cost of Living; the Interests and 
Welfare of the Public, which are to provide quality educational services in the face of a potential 
budget freexe; and the ample supply of employees which is indicative of the high relative wage 
and benefit level of SEE unit employees with respect to other public and private employment ln 
the area. 

The District asserts that “the only appropriate comnarable school districts” are the adjacent ones 
(Emolover Brief, p. 6). Citing Arbitrators Bllder, Fleischli, Imes, Rice, Baron, Weisberger, 
Johnson, Haferbacker, Michelstetter, and again Imes, the District submits that more proximate 
districts are more appropriately compared, particularly in the case of non-professional 
employees.* Additionally, the District submits that arbitrators reject the notion that non-union 
units are to be excluded solely because of non-union status.’ 

2BIackhawk Educational Su~uort Team, Dec. No. 27247-A (Nov., f992), ~eiIsvilIe School 
District, Dec. No. 18998-A (Feb. 1992), NewLisbon Dec. No. 
26733-A (July, 1991), Benton School District, Dec. No. 24812-A (Feb., 1988), Clintonville 

rt Person& Dec. No. 23061 (May, 1986), &$&se School District, Dec. 
No. 16327, nly,’ Dec. No. 17716, J e. ‘11 
M wance. Dec. No. 25853-A (October, 1989), and n 

’ 
&y&&l 

School District, Dec. No. 26733-A. 

‘Bllder, cited above, and Arbitrator Petrie in E&horn Area School Distr&(Custodial. 
Maintenance. Food Service), Dec. No. 19093-A (June, 1982), Yaffee inThorpe School DistriQ 
(Educational Su~oort Personnell, Dec. No. 23082-A (June, 1986), and Vernon ln Owens-Withee 

rt StaffI, Dec. No. 22395 (Dec. 1985). The Arbitrator’s reading of these decisions 
supplied by the Union is that the exclusion on non-union cornparables was not at issue in 
Elkhom, Vernon was not at all keen on including them, Bilder’s preference for the Employer’s 
cornparables was based their characteristics which “fit” better, while Arbitrator Yaffee included 
all of the conference based on the similarity of the employers. 
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,The District’s Clerk Typist, Elementary Secretary, and Payroll Clerk wages were compared to 
the wages paid in the contiguous disticts because these benchmark positions are common in all 
districts, and job descriptions were readily available for making comparisons. Wage tates were 

easily tracked for four years. The data shows that the MMSD Clerk Typist has had and will 
continue to have the highest minimum and maximum wages under the Board’s offer for 1992-93 
and undoubtedly will continue to have the highest minimum and maximum wages in 1993-94.’ 
Moreover, the pm increase in these wages under the District’s proposal is exceeded by 
only 2 districts, and then by only .I to .2%. The &&& (cents) increases under the Board’s 
proposal also is above average. 

The data for the Elementary Secretary position show a similar result in comparison to the same 
position among the contiguous districts. At both the entry and maximum wage levels, the 
MhHD wages were ranked the highest for all four years - by a considerable margin - and will 
continue to be the highest under the District’s offer for 1992-93 and undoubtedly for 1993-94: 
The percent increases and cents per hour increases at MMSD also have consistently exceeded 
the “8.” Similarly, the data show that the Payroll Clerk position in the District has ranked first 
and will continue to rank iirst under the District’s offer. Its percent increase is also above 
average, as are its absolute wage increases CBrief, pp. 12-13). It will remain above average in 
1993-94 unless Middleton and Monona Grove Payroll Clerks receive 20% wage increases U&&f, 
Appendix A, p. 30). 

‘Bie 10” comparisons 

The District contends that unit employees are unlikely to seek employment outside the area, so 
comparisons with contiguous districts’ employees is most appropriate The Union may also 
contend that the contiguous 8 districts do not have the technical and diverse nature of jobs 
comparable to the SEE-MIT unit, but it shows no evidence to that fact. Similarly, the Employer 

‘Board, pp. 9-10 and p. 30. only if Middleton and Monona Grove Clerk Typist wages 
increase 14(19)% at the minimum (maximum) will MMSD decline from tirst rank. 

‘District Brief, pp. 11-12 and Appendix A, p. 30. Middleton and Monona Grove Secretaries 
would have to receive 40% + increases to displace MMSD. 
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is skeptical of the claimed cultural diversity of the “big 10” y& the “8” which would make the 
former more comparable. Nonetheless, the District went ahead and compared the three 
benchmark wages with the ten largest metropolitan school districts in the State. The result was 
similar; the MMSD offer is to be preferred as it is the most reasonable. The Clerk Typist entry 
level wage has consistently ranked third over the past four years while the maximum wage is 
first by a considerable margin “illustrat(ig) the effect of the District’s excellent longevity 
package” (p. 15 and &trict Exm 37). Under the District’s proposal, it will retain these ranks 
in 1992-93 and will likely retain them in 1993-94.6 The percentage increase in salaries of the 
Clerk Typist at MMSD has consistently been above average, and when it was below, it was by 
only . 1% or .2 % . Absolute wage increases also indicate that MMSD has increased wages at an 
above average rate. The Elementary Secretary position at MMSD also compares favorably to 
the “10.” Its wages have ranked first at both the entry level and maximum level and will 
continue to do so in 1992-93 and will likely remain in first place under the District’s offer.’ 
The percentage increases have usually been higher than average and when lower, by no more 
than .3%. Cents per hour increases have also tended to exceed the average. The entry-level 
Payroll Clerk wage at MMSD ranked second for the past four years while the maximum wage 
has been first; the rankings are also not disturbed by the District’s 1992-93 offer, nor will they 
likely fall under its 1993-94 offer.’ 

The Union may contend that in some cases, the District’s offer is percentagewise less than 
increases in what it calls comparables; however, the real issue is how salary levels compare. 
The District is in a wage leadership position. Arbitral precedent indicates that where an 
employer is in such a lead position, the percentage wage offer need not match other employers’ 
percentage wage offers if salaries remain in a lead position? 

6Emolover Brief p. 15. Addendum B, p. 31 indicates that the 4 unsettled districts would 
have to pay Clerk Typists average increases of 1617% to displace MMSD in its rankings. 

‘mf, pp. 15-16 and Addendum B, p. 31. The unsettled districts’ average entry 
wages would need to rise 16.7% in order to displace MMSD, while the maximum wage average 
would need to rise 35.1% by the District’s calculation. 

*District Brief, pp. 16-17 and Addendum B, p. 31. The unsettled districts’ average entry 
wages would need to rise 12.1% in order to displace MMSD, while the maximum wage average 
would need to rise 18.6% by the District’s calculation. 

‘Arbitrator Bellman in Madison Metropohtan School D&&j& Dec. No. 19.819-A (April, 
1983), and Zeidler in Washineton County, Dec. No. 26252-A. 
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Gther commuisons 

The District pays well with respect to other public employers, according to DlLHR survey 
data.‘O In 1990, Clerk Typists and Elementary/Executive Secxetary positions in the state and 
in Dane County government offices tended to have average wage-s less than those MMSD paid 
during the 1989-90 year at both the minimum and maximum wage levels. The District also pays 
well with respect to local private employers. J3ased on a survey by the Society for Human 
Resources Management, 1992 private sector Clerk Typist wages tended to be between $1.12 and 
$1.97 below MMSD wages in 1991-92. Secretaries tended to be paid $2.51 to $3.48 less than 
theDistrict’s Elementary Secretaries. Private sector Payroll Clerks earned Sl.18-$1.84 less than 
paid by the District. The Union did consider other local public sector comparisons, but focused 
on the percentaee increases in pay. Wage &$ comparisons were conspicuously absent because 
under the Board’s offer, District Secretaries (the Union’s benchmark) will remain significantly 
higher. The same analysis applies to the Union’s comparison between MMSD Secretaries and 
three local, unionized private sector employers. 

As a result of these comparisons, the District contends that it has a large number of applicants 
for available positions in the SEE unit, while turnover is low. In 1990-91, the applicantposition 
ratio was 49:l; in 1991-92 it was 37~1. Retirees arrd resignees numbered only 9 in 1992. 

.3 Resides the high wages which contribute to these ratios, unit employees receive the highest 
number of paid holidays (13) whether one compares the “8” or the “10” districts. It is first or 
second in providing vacation days, and the parties have stipulated to a long list of other benefit 
improvements as well.“ 

The District’s offer is consistent with its offer to other MMSD District employees. These three 
(Educational Assistants, Substitute Teachers, and Custodial employees) are now in arbitration. 
The SEE unit’s offer for 1992-93 (4.35%) is the same as the Teachers’ settlement. These units’ 
settlements, however, have historically been different. Moreover, the District’s offer to the 
Teachers for 1993-94 is a schedule freeze. 

The District’s offer is more consistent with the public’s interest in two respects: first, to 
accommodate a levy rate freeze as proposed by the Governor, the Disu-ict would need to cut 84 

‘a 67-70, 73, 73b. 

“Final Offers. stiwlations, and District Brief, p.21. 
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million; holding down wages and benefit levels is a necessary component of tbe effort. The 
MTI argues that the governor’s levy freeze was dropped subsequent to the hearing; nevertheless, 
per student cost increases are still a real possibility. Second, the taxpayers in general are 
concerned with rising school costs and salaries. The District is not arguing an inability to pay, 
but it should not be expected to increase the gap which already exists between its SEE 
employees’ wages and wages paid elsewhere. And while the Equalized Value of the MMSD is 
the second largest in the state, MMSD pupil enrollment is also the second highest. Furthermore, 

: to the degree that the Union may be arguing that its valuation per student is high, justifying 
higher pay for SEE unit employees, the state aid formula will result in local taxpayers paying 
more of the burden of higher costs out of their own pockets. While the Union’s witnesses 
testified to the changed nature of job duties of unit employees in order to justify the increased 
spread, it gave no evidence that such changes have not occurred elsewhere. Lastly, the Union’s 
income and wealth data indicate that Milwaukee, Racine, Kenosha, and Waukesha are wealthier 
than Madison; by the Union’s logic, these districts should pay their educational support 
employees more than does the MMSD - but they do not. 

The Union 

The Union maintains that the MMSD is a relatively wealthy school district which desires to 
maintain the high level of educational services. This is evidenced by the recent defeat of two 
conservative challengers for school board membership who proposed a reduction in services.** 
Income and property values are high when compared to the 9 other large school districts in 
Wisconsin, while its unemployment rate is the lowest. Yet when it comes to its 1992-94 offer, 
the District is out of line with these other 9 districts, as seen below in the comparison between 
the benchmark Elementary Secretary salaries: 

“UnionBrief, p. 4, Tmnscri~t, p. 267, and m 99-101. 
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1993-94 

The difference is particularly important in the second year when the District’s offer is nearly a 
percent less than the average of the settled districts while the Union’s offer is right on the . 
average. The Distict’s focus on only three benchmark positions shows even more pointedly that 
the District is out of line whether on looks at the minimum or maximum pay grades for these 
three benchmarks: 

Table 3: Percentage Increases in Benchmark Salaries, 1992-93 

minimum a maximum 

Large lO- Clerk Typist 4.5% (4.2)* 4.5% (4.1)* 

Large IO- Elem. Secretary 4.5% (4.2) 4.7% (4.3)’ - 

Large lO- Payroll Clerk 4.5% (4.2) 4.7% (4.3)8 

II hTpI offer I 4.35% I 4.35% II 

MMSD offer 4.0% 4.0% 
Source: Umon Bnef, p. 22 and a 39, 42, 49 
*adjusted for split increases in Sheboygan 

The Board is also out of line with respect to the settled internal comparables. Wage increases 
for the 1992-93 year have been at the level of the Union’s offer, while the Board is .3% under. 
That these contracts were settled under different economic circumstances from the instant dispute 
is not supported by the evidence. The District’s position regarding the second year of the 
contract that its final offer ~DQJ& for these. three internal comparables are consistent with its 
offer herein is obviously not based on & evidence of settlements. 

The Union contends that under criteria (d.), the appropriate comparison to make is with similar 
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employees in the 10 largest districts in Wisconsin. The Employer wants to make comparisons 
with the 8 school districts contiguous to MMSD. Of these, only 4 are unionircd. Arbitral 
precedent has established that similarity of size (pupil enrollments, valuation) is an important 
determming factor for comparability. Similarity of services, indicated by bargaining unit 
composition is another. Madison tanks second of the “big 10” in pupil enrollment and in 
equalized valuation. The SEE bargaining unit contains more classes of employees than the three 
“benchmarked” by the Employer; it has seventy (70) others including Programmers and 
Programmer Analysts, Bilingual Resource Specialists, etc. Q&f. pp. 8-9). The Union has 
given evidence as to the breadth and extensiveness of the variety of jobs done by the SEE unit 
employees. I’ In this regard, the Union maintains: 

“Technical positions such as these are generally found in larger, urban school districts 
due to their size and ability to fund such positions. In fact, collective bargaining 
agreements entered into by school districts in Milwaukee, Racine, Eau Claire and, to a 
lesser extent, Kenosha ail contain similar technical positions m Ex. 14a, 16a, 18, 
19)” 

Implicit in the Union’s argument is that most of these jobs do not exist in the 8 contiguous 
districts. In addition to the great diversity of jobs performed by unit members, SEE employees 
work with a diverse, changing clientele “found only in large urban school districts. ” @&f, p. 
11). By contrast, the 8 contiguous districts are not similar to MMSD. The Madison 
Metropolitan School District is 5-13 times their sire in terms of pupil enrollment (averaging 
2743 pupils verses 23,080 pupils in the MMSD). The equal&d valuation of the MMSD is 8 
times the average of the eight contiguous districts. These districts have an average of nine (9) 
position classifications while the 10 largest districts have an average of 43 classifications. 
Madison has 73 classifications. Thus MMSD-SEE is dissimilar to the “8” in both size and 
services delivered. _. 

There are additional reasons to reject the “8.” The Union notes that only four of the eight 
contiguous districts are unionized, and one of these (Verona) has yet to bargain its tirst contract. 
The Union cites arbitral opinion as to the inappropriateness of comparing union and non-union 

“Union Brief, pp. 9-11, and Transcriot, pp. 25-155. 

*4Union Brief, p. 10. 
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employee units.” That the ‘8’ are appropriate cornparables because they represent the ‘1ocaJ 
labor market” is also challenged by the Union. Under cross-examination by the Union, the 
District’s witnesses could not identify any instances of mobility between MMSD-SEE unit 
employees and employees in the 8 districts, or, for that matter, between the districts’ residents. 
Fundamentally, the District is not comparing apples with apples, but rather Yvatermelons with 
strawberries” (Union Brief, p. 14). 

Because of the real differences between jobs, employees of the MMSD and the ‘8’~and to a 
lesser degree between the ‘big lo’-the appropriate wage comparison to make is the percentage 
increases rather than between wages at benchmarlm. Some districts report wages while others 
report annual salaries. Conversion to hourly -rates is not accurate if weekly or annual hours 
vary. The Union cites employer errors, notably in the case of Appleton, where inappropriate 
comparisons result. Benchmark comparisons are only appropriate when comparing like 
positions. The District only compared three positions (of 73) employing less than 17% of the 
SEE.16 Within even these three categories, there are different grades (eg. Elementary Secretary 

’ Grade 4 m Grade 8). By focussing on comparisons of percent increases, these technical 
problems are minimized if not eliminated. 

Focusing on comparisons of percentage increases is more appropriate for another reason; it 
maintains the historical wage relationships between comparables which have been established 
“through the give and take of the bargaining process” @&f,p. 15). Citing Elkouri, these ought 
not to be disturbed except for compelling reasons.” 

“R.U. Miller in Crawford Countv (Hiehwav Deoartment) Dec. NO. 26529-A (1991), 
Vernon in Lake Geneva Jt. School District No. 1, Dec. No. 26826 (1992), Johnson in &&I$ . . School District, Dec. No. 19997-A (1983), and Zeidler in Seneca School Dtstnct , Dec. No. 
22377-A (1985). These arbitrators expressed the view that labor market comparisons between 
unionized employers and those who unilaterally set wages are either inappropriate or inequitable. 

*?he Arbitrator notes, however, that the Union does not contend that these three positions’ 
wages are unusually high e the remaining 70 as compared to these three positions in other 
districts & other support staff wages. Additionally, the District has supplied sufficient rebuttal 
evidence that its data for Appleton is accurate, while (three) of the other inaccuracies are self- 
evidently minuscule. 

“!Zlkouri and Elkouri, ITow Arbitration Works, BNA Books,-ed. p. 760. The undersigned 
notes that Elkouri is ambiguous as to whether leadership is maintained by rank, cents-per-hour, 
or percent increases, as well as to how “minor” is the standard compared to the “prevailing 
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The Union also considered the respective offers of the parties with respect to the other criteria, 
mainly in preemptive rebuttal. The District’s reliance on benchmark wage comparisons with 
other municipal employees is fraught with possible errors or is otherwise inappropriate in its 
application to the instant cam. PercenQP2 wage m&t= for employees covered under 111.70 
were around 4.3 %. Comparison of wage levels of private sector employees is also fraught with 
difficulties (eg. union status of employees, similarity of positions, making inferences for 73 
positions based on comparison of only one or three). Again, the percent increase in wages of 
unionixed private sector workers (3 employers) were much closer to the Union’s offer. The 
Union brushes aside the CPI comparison (g.), noting that historically, settlements don’t track 
CPI changes. Overall compensation (h.) is not an issue herein. The other factors (i.) 
consideration raised by the District is that the high number of applicants per open position and 
low turnover rates indicate the District’s high wages. This inference is inappropriate since the 
Employer does not demonstrate the number of qualified applicants per position. 

Discussion and Opinion 

‘Ihe Statute requires the Arbitrator to consider the aforementioned criteria in mahing an award. 
The criteria cited by the Parties as pertinent to this decision are internal (e.), external (d.), and 
private sector employees (f.), comparisons as well as interests of the public (c.), other factors 
(j), and overall compensation (h.). Each of these is considered below as the outstanding issues 
of this dispute have been considered by the Arbitrator. Fit, the Arbitrator is compelled to 
comment on the question of external comparability (d.), as outlined above, and all that this 
entails. The basis of comparison is then addressed, followed with a discussion of other factors 
and of other issues. 

In applying the statutory criteria (d.), Arbitrators (iicludmg the Undersigned) have been guided 
by considerations of geographic proximity, similarity of size of employer, and similarity of jobs. 
Similarity of jobs is further based on level of responsibility, the nature of the services provided, 
and the extensiveness of training and/or education required. The question posed to the 

practice” standard C 4th ed. pp. 807-17). 
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Arbitmtor is whether in his opinion, the Madison Metro@.itan School District’s Supportive 
Educational Employees are more similar to other supportive employees in the contiguous 8 
districts or to such employees in the 10 largest districts in Wisconsin. This a particularly 
difficult question. The Employer’s comparables are by definition more proximate. The Union’s 
cornparables are more similarly sixed in terms of enrollments and valuations (YZI 41-42). The 
Arbitrator is persuaded by the Union’s evidence and argument that the support staffs in the ‘big 
10” are more comparable in terms of the similarity of jobs. Evidence was not dircectly supplied 
indicating relative differences in training or education. Evidence and testimony regarding the 
diversity of clientele, and espe&lly the nature and diversity of jobs and degree of speci&ztion 
of services provided at the MMSD indicate more similarity to the ‘10’ than to the ‘8.’ 

The Employer argues that ‘proximity” is of primary importance in the case of this unit, citing 
arbitrators’ awards to show that geographic proximity of a 30-35 mile radius constitutes an 
appropriate labor market for purposes of establishing primary comparables. While athletic 
conferences are customarily used for establishing leachers’ comparison groups, the Employer 
cites arbitrators’ awards which rely on more proximate comparisons for non-professionals on the 
theory that non-professionals do not compete on a state-wide basis and are less mobile than are 
professionals.” When pressed, however, there is no evidence that such interdistrict mobility 
exists. Logically one might expect such mobility for employees posessing general, transferable 
skills, but the SEE unit has numerous technical positions which may not exist in the adjacent 
districts. Wages in peripheral communities must exert some influence on urban communities, 
not only in Madison but also in other large cities. To what extent is the influence? In 
Shebovean School District (Dec. No. 27175), the Undersigned stated: 

The Arbitrator notes the sire of the employer and comparison employer in these cited 
cases, and finds them to be generally “small,’ similarly sixed, and otherwise comparable 
in contmst to this case. The argument is accepted that the labor markets in the smaller 
communities surrounding larger cities will be ‘influenced” by those cities-whether they 
surround Sheboygan, Manitowoc, or Green Bay-or elsewhere. But contending that those 
communities’ labor markets will exert the same influence g33-i passe on the larger cities 
is questionable. And would this influence, if any, be greater for Sheboygan than for 
Manitowoc and Green Bay? There is no evidence presented to suggest such is the case. 
Finally, the Undersigned takes particular note of the &Jr of arbitraJ precedent 

‘* Imes, New Lisbon (Dec. No. 26733-A); Weisberger, Clintonville School District (Dec. 
NO. 23061); Johnson, in LaCro se School District (Dec. No. 16327); and Haferbacker, in 
Vernon County (Dec. No. 1771;. 
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establishing symmetry of labor market ‘influence between large cities and smaller 
peripheral communities. Arbihators indeed have found in many of the cases cited by the 
Employer and others that ‘dogs wag tails.’ But the Undersigned is reluctant to find that 
“tails wag dogs.’ The Arbitrator noti that employers of smaller school district support 
staff typically object to comparisons with their larger, proximate counterpart~~~ Not 
surprisingly, the unions prefer to emphasize proximity in such cases. He espe&lly notes 
that while a set of cornparables for Sheboygan School District Custodial-Maintenanc 
Employees has not been established, a set of cornRambles for the Emol& 
mles has been established which excludes Shebom.m Can Plymouth 
employees be a “comparable” of Sheboygan without Sheboygan employees being a 
comparable of Plymouth? 

In the instant case, there is a relatively complete set of data on the 10 largest districts to use for 
comparisons. While not as proximate, these districts are more similarly sired and the services 
appear to be more similar, so they will be given a primary role for comparison purposes under 
criteria (d.). The contiguous 8 districts have a number of employees providing undoubtedly 
similar services and will be given secondary consideration. 

Basis for Comoarlsons 

The parties raise classic issues in wage comparisons for purposes of interest arbitration. Is the 
appropriate comparison beb.veen wage and benefit levels or between changes in those levels? 
Are the changes best measured as percentages or absolute amounts? Both employers and unions 
come down on all sides of the issue when helpful to their respective causes. Similarly, both 
sides conveniently vacillate on the size x proximity debate in determining comparability. 

I9 see, for exampIe, Johnson in Kewaskum Auxiliarv Personnel,- (Dec. No. 26484-A), 
Krinslq in T~DSchoolovees. (Dec. No. 26799-A). and 
Rice in pJ k e, (Dec. No. 26636-A). To illustrate, the 
employer in Kewaskum (a district adjacent to one of the Employer’s proposed comparables in 
the instant case) also argued that Kewaslcum school district auxihary personnel should be 
compared to the athletic conference based on similarity of the number of students, teachers, etc. 
The &QB argued that nearby districts (3-4 times as large) were the more appropriate 
comparables. 

20 Plvmouth School District. Representatives for the Plymouth District and support 
staff union who are also the representative in this case argued that Sheboygan was not in the 
comparable group. 
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Interest arbitrators vary in emphasizing one over another basis of comparison, although typically 
they will examine both differences in wage levels at “benchmarks’ as well as dollar and percent 
increases to determine the reasonableness of offers. The Undersigned follows this approach and 
is not committed to the relative importance of any one measure. 

The Union asks the arbitrator to base his award on consideration of percent increases in wages 
among the cornparables for two reasons. First, it is difficult to match positions between 
employers based on job differences, pay periods, and other factors. Second, doing so maintains 
the relative wage relations bargained. The first reason for this request places the Arbitrator in 
a difficult position. The Union has already convinced the Arbitrator that Clerical/Technical 
employees in its list of compatables are more similar to MMSD than are those in Districts on 
the Employer’s list. Having won that argument, it is now suggesting that significant differences 
exist between MMSD and the other ‘9” such that direct comparisons are not possible; it is 
therefore most appropriate to simply compare percent changes in wages. It seems logical to this 
Arbitrator that the very reason for establishing comparability is to be able to make such 
benchmark comparisons whenever possible. Were this not to be the case, the Union should 
seemingly be content to compare the percent increases of DeForest or Monona Grove (or Gwen- 
Withee, for that matter) with the offers for MMSD. 

Is it appropriate to compare only three (3) benchmarks (or the one used by the Union) when the 
District has 73 categories of employees? Clearly this is not an ideal course to take, but it is not 
necessarily inappropriate. Classically in the arbitration of teachers’ interest disputes, only 5 or 
7 benchmarks (out of 90+ cells) are used for comparisons, but relatively few teachers occupy 
those cells on the salary schedule. In the case of teachers, this internal waee structu~ is 
presumptively reasonable and rational, or at least mutually agreeable (most of the time) if the 
teachers are reoresented employees. If a district’s BA 7th, MA, and MA 10th benchmarks are. 
paid reasonably, then presumably the BA+8 5th step is as well. Here, the MTI represents the 
SEE unit employees, and accordiig to hearsay evidence, represents them very well. Employees 
in the comparable districts urged by the Union are also represented employees. The Union’s 
point here is very well taken, since the wage structure of non-union employers may be 
arbitrarily, as well as unilaterally determined. The analogy made here is not perfect, since 
teachers are probably more homogeneous than are units like the SEE. But the practice of 
comparing (benchmark) “samples’ is a well established technique in interest arbitration. 

Is the “sample” a bad sample? Are the Clerk Typists, Elementary Secretaries, and Payroll Clerk . 
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at the minimum and maximum pay levels “overpaid” compared to Programmer Analysts, 
Bilingual Resource Specialists, or Cataloging Clerks in the MMSD? If so, how does this 
‘overpayment” compare to how benchmark and other positions are related among the Union’s 
comparables? No such evidence of ‘overpayment’ within the MMSD or witbin other districts 
has been presented. Would evidence exist7 Again, these are well represented employees. 
Moreover, both parties have testified to the expensive ($170,000+) and extensive study recently 
conducted by the District with the cooperation of the MTI. Wage adjustments have been 
implemented which presumably improve the internal wage structure by making it even more 
ratiOnal. 

Based on the foregoing, the Arbitrator is not willing to discard comparisons of salary levels at 
benchmarks. He understands that there are recognized differences in general salary levels 
between employers which are deemed “comparable” based on bargaining history, costs-of-living, 
and other factors and understands that these are not to be significantly disturbed except for very 
compelling reasons. This is the second reason for urging percent increase comparisons. 
Employers make the same argument when they pay below average. Arbitrators tend to be 
conservative, espousing a view that their award would best mimic a voluntary settlement, and 
thereby cause the least disturbance. They are not of one voice in preferring similar dollar 
increases over percent increases or vice versa, and tend to look at both (in addition to wage 
levels). Wage increases, whether absolute or percent, will also be compared in order to 
determine which of the two very reasonable offers is “more reasonable” in this case. 

Waee comuarisons 

The Employer argues that the wage levels of the SEE unit significantly exceed the averages of 
the contiguous 8 districts. Table 4 below shows that wage levels-in the MMSD at the 
benchmarks selected by the Employer are around $ 2/hr. higher. It also shows that MMSD 
position J& these districts will not erode. 
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Table 4: MMSD-SEE wages D the “Contiguous 8” districts (dollar difference) 

l The District’s wage is bcluded in ita computation of the average. The District increased salaries in unsettled 
dishic~ by 4.35% (MTI-SEE’s offer) for 1993-94. 

As indicated above, the Arbitrator would give secondary consideration to such a comparison. 
The Union’s comparable pool, the 10 largest districts in Wisconsin can be used for a similar 
comparison. It also shows that wages in the MMSD tend to be higher, although by somewhat 
smaller amounts. Moreover, it shows that an award in favor of the District in this case does not 
fundamentally cha$e the established wage relations of the pool of ‘10.” 

Table 5: MMSD-SEE wages vs the “Largest 10” districts (dollar difference) 

II benchmark I nru?e 1 1989-90 i 1991-92 1 1992-93Bd 1 1992-93U 1 19934B* II 

PaymU Clerk minimltm 

I- maximum 
I 

LXVC~: Cahhted by the P 

s 1.02 

1.75 

2.32 

3.38 

l.U2 1.18 

s 1.12 

2.13 

2.51 

3.92 

1.82 2.17 2.34 2.37 2.31 

‘bmator from u 37, 38. 41, 42, 43, 46, 47, 48, 51. The 
Disbict’r wags ” included in itr computation of the nverngs. 
l The District increased salaries in msettkd districts by 4.35% @TLSEE’s offer) for 1993-94. The Union 
qwstionr this methodoIogy. though it seema reasonable to the Arbitrator. The ‘gap’ will widen if a)the Union 
pmvailr in this dispute or b) other diicb settle for less than the 4.35% sought by MTLSEB. which appears 
likely (see p. 9 under the Union’s Arguments, aa well u a49 which shows the Big 10 districts receiving 
average increases of 3.94% at tbc min. and 3.63% at the max.). 
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The Union’s argument that the District’s offer for 1992-93 is low in comparison to the 10 largest 
districts’ percentage increases appears correct, although the dollar difference behveen the MMSD 
and the “10” remains. The Union further argues that the relative wage relation between the 
MTI-SEE and the other districts ought not to be disturbed through arbitration. This will occur 
if it receives a similar percentage increase. Beoluse of the differences in wage levels, however, 
this is not necessarily the case. As seen below, the wage gap between the MMSD grew in Ml- 
92 in cents per hour and percent. The Board’s offer for 1992-93 is lower in percent, but 
somewhat higher in cents per hour, The data appear inconsistent with Table 5 above, but the 
average increases below Bclude the MMSD while the Board bcluded the MMSD in the data 
on which the above two tables are based. 

Table 6: MMSD-SEE waee increases vs the “Lamest 10” districts 
{cents uer hour and oercent differences) 

1990-91 to 1991-92 1991-92 to 1992-93 

range cents/hr. percent cents/hr.B percent B 

minimum $ .09 .6% $ .o - .5 

maximum .15 .7 34 - .5 

minimum .17 A .07 - .5 

-minimum 1~ .ll ~~ I I7 I -.Ol I - .5 

maximum .16 .7 .02 - .7 
* d b Y tba Arbitrator from u 39 . 40 . 44 > 45 * 49. 50. The 

Dish& wage increase is excluded in its computation of the average. The District adjusted for the split 

increa~ in Sheboygan, resulting in an average wage increase in 1992-93 of $02 less than Madison under 
the Board’s offer but .2% more & an unadjusted t.0 and 5%) at the entry level. At the maximum 
level, the wage at MMSD wll rise S.07 more than the ‘9’ average or .l% less than the ‘9’ average. 
The emy level Elementary Secretary wage at the MMSD will rise S.09 more or .3% less than the 
adjusted ‘9’ average while at the maximum wags level, it will rise S.12 more or .3% less. The MMSD 
Payroll Clerk would get S.01 more or .2% less at the entry level, while the maximum wage would 
increase SO5 more or .3% less than the werags ‘9.’ 
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What conclusion can be drawn regarding the reasonableness of the offers under criteria (d.)? 
The evidence is mixed regarding wage increases. The Union’s offer is closer in a relative sense, 
although the District’s offer is closer in an absolute sense. Given the differences which exist 
in wage &Q between the MMSD and the other 9 large districts, it appears to the Arbihator 
that the District’s offer is to be preferred. Were the District to have made an offer which 
included wage increases which were on both accounts significantly less than in the “9” based on 
wage level comparisons, such a conclusion would be difficult to find. 

Qther factors and issue1 

The nature of the disputed comparisons of hfTI-SEE unit employees and other local public 
employees follows somewhat along the lines of the above discussion. Citing possible 
inaccuracies in making comparisons and the need to maintain historical wage relationships, the 
Union examines the respective percentage offers in light of other internal units’ 1992-93 
increases as well as for other Dane County and Wisconsin public employers and finds the 
District’s offer wanting. The MMSD Custodial, Food Service, and Teacher’s units received 
4.3% increases during 1992-93, the last year of their 2-year agreements. The Union’s offer for 
1992-93 would be preferred based on this criteria, but there is no additional, real basis for the 
evaluating the subsequent year offers. Other local public employees are receiving Percent wage 
increases which average 4.13 %-4.17%, equidistant from the parties’ offers for 1992-93 QJx 47). 
The one settlement for 1993-94 (Dane County) is also between the parties’ offers. The State of 
Wisconsin Secretary I, however, will be receiving a percent increase which is closer to the 
Employer’s offer. The Union’s evidence also shows that secretaries employed by other local 
public employers may be paid at levels somewhat less than at MMSD (JJZ 46). The Arbitrator 
would consider these comparisons to only suggest that the Employer’s offer is preferred under 
criteria (e.) for all of the reasons cited by the Union. 

Comparisons under criteria (f.) would favor the Union’s offer were comparisons limited to 
percent increases of unionized secretaries employed in the three large private iirms cited by the 
Union. These wage m tend to be somewhat lower than in the MMSD. The Employer’s 
evidence, a survey encompassing a larger sample of private employers, suggests to, but does not 
convince the Undersigned that the MMSD wage levels are higher. The Union’s objections 
discussed above are noted. Cost-of-living and overall compensation criteria are less 
determinative in this award. The offers are both reasonable and vary little from CPI changes. 
Since this is a wages-only dispute, the parties’ evidence and arguments have for the most part 
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focused on wage comparisons. Lastly, the interests and welfare of the public may be better 
served by an award in favor of the District if it serves as a precedent for pending settlements 
and/or arbitration awards, given the legislation recently passed. However, these and other 
employees should not shoulder the burden of meeting the District’s budget without reduction in 
services, particularly if, in the Arbitrator’s opinion, unit employees are under the new challanges 
to which they have testified. 

Award 

Having caretklly considered all of the evidence and argument of the Parks set forth 
above as well as the arbitral criteria provided under Section 111.70 Wise. St&$., it is the 
decision of the Undersigned that: 

The final offer of the Madison Metropolitan School District is to be incorporated into 
the 1993-94 Collective Bargaining Agreement with the Madison Teachers, Inc. 

Dated this ast day of August, 1993. 

Richard Tyson, “” 
Arbitrator 



ieryl H. Wilhoyte, Ph Il. 
wperinlendeni 

Doyle Administration Building 
545 West Dayton Street 

Madison, Wisconsin 53703.1967 

March 17, 1993 

Hr. Herman Torosian, Commissioner 
Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission 
P. 0. BOX 7870 
Madison, WI 53707 

RE: District Final Offer 7FJ ,',TlfiF.I? Ffi!,:,?Vr:CC11?f 
Supportive Educational Employees Bargaining Agreement 

Dear Mr. Torosian: -> 

MTI and the District met last week end tentatively agreed to several proposals 
regarding the ebove referenced. Enclosed please find the Districr's final 
offer for the Supportive Educational Employees Bargaining Agreement. Tnis 
final offer includes all other Collective Bargaining Agreement lanpuage 
contained in the previous contract and the tentative agreements. Following is 
a brief sumnary of the positions of the parties: 

BOE MT1 

salary 4% the first year 4.35% the first year 
3% the second year 4% the second year 

If you have any questions, please call me. The Distri& does not wish to make 
any other changes. Could you please certify to this offer. 

654SH/nd 
Enclosure 
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. 

III - sr1uFy - A 

A. SNAXY 

1. The relarie~ md clamsificationr .e shown in Addendum A md Add*"dm B 
mhall be the minimm l alarier for the clrrriffc&tio"e ehovn and ehell be 
atached h~eo &"d made L pu-t bareof for the life of thim Agr*-"t. 
Shir eectfon l hall not be conetrued to prevent the mployer frm 
creating new cl&reified poritione vlthin the l alary rtructtire ehom. 
'Ihe union ehall receive notice of the creatlo" of each DWJ position end 
thereby be l dvieed of any new clmeificatlon and shall have the right to 
grieve the placment of the position in the pay Btructure within thirty 
(30) days after receipt of-motice. 

2. ~~~ployees who were reclassified downward on the l alary echedule 48 e 
result of the Xercer Neidinger Hanee" Study ehall maintain their fo-mer 
classification pay range on the l alary l chedule which they held prior to 
Fnplmentatio" of maid study. 

3. ~~ployoes who were rerlasaified upward on the ealary l chedule ~8 a 
result of the Hercer Heidinger Bansen Study shall be paid according to 
their "ew classification pay range and be cmpensated in eccordance with 
the range rate. 

4. Lmployeee hired after the Lmplmentatio" date of the nerccr Wzidinger 
H+nnen Study shall be placed et the clhseificstion pay level l sttilished 
by the aforementioned rtudy. 

5. *. In the event the content of an existing job clasaificrtio" cha"ge6 
eufficiently to merit conrideration for reclassification, en 
cmployOe may initiate a writt-.r roqueat to the Dintrict for 
rscleIeification. 

b. The reclaseificetion request #l-+11 be submitted in writing vith 
l upportLve rational* to thm office of ~unan Resourccm. Said 
cepueItr vi11 then be forwarded to the reprelsntativer derignated 
by MI md the Dietrkt with l copy cent to ?!TI. Said 
reptemntatives shall be krmm am the Joint Job Evaluation 
iaaTmittw . The Job Eveluktion Ccxmittee l hsll conrirt of two (2) 
repreaentativee derigneted by the Di8trlct and two (2) 
r.Pr*~e"t&tive~ dmrignatod by MI. The Comittee rhall have 30 
days from the date they receive thm rq-mst to agree o" the 
Plecwnt Of the job clemeification in a l aluy range which im, in 
the OPLnion Of the majority of the Cmdttee, in Proper relation 
to end comaneurete vith other job claeeifications covered by thie 
Agreement. 



C. If no agreenent im reached among a majority of the Cotmlttee'a 
members, the -ittee n hall req-dent through the principal 

. 

parties, KTJ and the Dirtrict, that the KE'RC l upply an individual ' 
to madiate the dirpute and, if neceomary, to cast the deciding 
vote relative to the reclaraification request and placeswmt of the 
job clamriflcation in & 8aluy ruge. My l djumtment will be paid 
retroactively ccanencing vith the kginning of the firrt pay 
period following the recl&saificatLon requort. The Cozcnittee and 
the hiRC designee will not have the authority to l rtablirh L new 
or revised l al&ry l chadule. 

IEF'IZKEMATION OF ‘I-HI BIWEEKLY SALARY SGiEDUtL' 
Addendun A 

L. It in agreed that the attached salary mchodule .m rhm-a in 
Addendum A in .n increase in b&me wages of 4.0\ over the Ialrry 
mchedule l hewn in Addendvm B (W 1990-~ollecti"e 
Bargaining Agreement) and mhall be in effect for the period 
cornewing &GUN a/30/92 and continuing through &k&J B/ZE/93. 
These schedules Bhallbbe attached to thim agreement and ~?.,a11 be 
known a~ Addendua A. 

Addendum B 

b. It ie agreed that the salary mchedule ‘8 nho\;n on the attarhed 
Addendum B is an increase in base wages of W 3.0\ over the 
ralary l chedule rhovn in the attached Addendum A &ad rhall be in 
effect for the period commencing bV.MG E/29/93 and contixing 
through J&&W-U- B/27/94. The l chedule #hall be attached to this 
aqreenent and shall be knob-x IS Addendun B. 

6. 

. The position classifications on the mcheduie will be a~ met forth 
in the Arthur Young Study. Positions dongraded vi11 appear 
twice, once 1~ they prevloumlv l xirtod. The latter will be 
designated on the mchedulc vi?n an asterisk end will rosin on the 
Bchedule no long a~ the employee i8 in maid clanmification. 


